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For Immediate Release:

Introducing New BonaChia® Whole Wheat Fettuccine-

Combining the Best of all Worlds!

Attendees at the Fancy Food Show in San Francisco will be the first to taste Al Dente’s

BonaChia® Whole Wheat Fettuccine,  the newest in Al Dente’s line of vegan pastas

made with chia seeds. Combining the best of all worlds, this super nutritious pasta

made with Stoneground Whole Wheat and Chia seeds, boasts 6 grams of fiber, 9 grams

of protein and 200 mg. of ALA omega 3!

Al Dente’s line of BonaChia® pastas are made with the same handcrafted care that

marks all products made by this family-owned pasta company. What makes it different

though, is that it features chia seeds, a rediscovered ancient grain that is currently

experiencing a remarkable worldwide renaissance. Al Dente is first company in the

world to add chia to pasta.

Better known in its most whimsical form as a “made for tv” plant (everybody knows

the Chia Pet), Chia is actually categorized as a superfood in culinary circles.  This

means that not only does it taste good in our pasta, it’s also good for you.

Chia, in fact, is really good for you:  Gram for gram, these tiny, nutritional dynamos

truly stand alone with twice the protein of any other seed or grain; five times more

calcium than milk; more fiber than bran cereal; twice the potassium of bananas; three
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time more iron than spinach; and more antioxidants than blueberries.  What’s more,

Chia is nutritionally superior to flax and soy and possesses the richest non-marine

whole food source of dietary fiber and Omega-3.

In a word:  Wow  such an impressive resume for such a forgotten food.

Who knew?

Well… WE did.  After all, putting a modern twist on old-world traditions has been Al

Dente’s specialty for over 30 years.  That’s why we came up with BonaChia®: First, we

blend this hyper-healthy ancient grain with Stoneground Whole Wheat,  American

Durum and ground Chia seeds. Next, we roll the dough over and over again. Then, after

drying slowly over night, it is hand-packaged into our iconic clear bags. The result? A

real nutritional powerhouse that tastes just like homemade.

‘We couldn’t be more excited about BonaChia® ,” said Monique Deschaine, who started

Al Dente in 1981.  “Its history – Aztec runners ate chia seeds for energy – and its

proven health benefits have raised the bar in artisanal pasta production.  We’re

thrilled to be leading the way. “

Located just 10 minutes from downtown Ann Arbor, MI, the Al Dente Pasta Company

makes, packages, and ships thousands of pounds of hand-crafted pasta to all 50 states

and Canada. From its humble beginnings in a friend’s kitchen, this

family-owned-and-operated enterprise has grown to become one of the country’s most

popular brands of specialty pasta.

The three BonaChia® Pastas introduced in 2012 are on store shelves around the

country retailing for approximately 3.99/ 10 oz. bag. It is expected that the new

BonaChia® Whole Wheat Fettuccine will be available at fine local retailers beginning

March 2013.


